It has been shown by Köthe [l] and Grothendieck [2] that the operation of taking the quotient space does not preserve several important properties of the initial space if we leave the class of metrizable spaces. In this paper the technique of quotient spaces is used in sketching a proof of a theorem similar to that about the open map but expressed in terms of the concepts introduced in [3] . It is assumed that the reader is familiar with [3] .
The theorem can be directly used to secure some necessary and sufficient conditions for continuity of functionals bounded on subspaces of (LF)-spaces but that will be shown in a separate paper.
Let us consider an «joy-representation $ = (N, X k , n , | *|fc,n). We can always arrange for k and n to run over the set of natural numbers.
% is said to be complete if all spaces X( kn)i | • | (&">, (k n )Ç:N are complete (see [3] ); % is said to be directed if for arbitrary (^)GiV, *= 1, 2 there is (k (^) &N such that -X"<* n W) ) Cl(fc n (s) ) for i= 1, 2 and the identical imbeddings are continuous with respect to the proper I ' I Vc n (i) )> i= 1, 2, 3. Denote S= {(ki, • • • , k p ) : there are k p+ i, k p+2 , • • • such that (k n ) G N} and for 5= (fa, • • • , fc p )£Slet X s , p =-X klt xC\ • • • C\X kpiP and I *^|«,p = max J x\ki,i-Let in the following N={(s n ):
there is (k n )ÇzN such that s p = (ki, • • , k p ), p = 1, 2, • • • }. It is easy to see that % = ($, X 8t n, | *|*,w) is an a/3y-representation. % is said to be an alternative form of g. Notice that we have now X 8p+UP+1 C X 8ptP and | x\ Sp , p ^ | x\ 8p+liP+ i for (s n )GN and *GI, p+llP+ i, p = l,2, • • • . Moreover, X (8n) = X ikn) and | • | (kn) is equivalent to | • | <, n ) for s p = (&i, • • • , k p ) and (k n )EN. Let K be a linear subset of X= UN X^n) = U# X (8n) . Denote Xl n = X 8 JKCX/K and \x/K\* n = \nl { \x+y\ .,»: y<EX 8>n r\K}, where xEX 8>n and sES. Let further Xf Sn) = fd Xf n , n for (s n ) EN and M(L)= Z««i ^-H^ILCl + lxIL)" 1 . Suppose Z, ||.|| is a complete normed space and Z is a linear subset of X/i£ (the homogeneity of II -|| is not assumed).
THEOREM. Suppose that % is complete and directed. If for each sequence (x n /K) C.Xf Sn )C\Z the condition lim Ilacn/ÜT -XX/KW = lim | x m /K -x 2 /K\^n ) = 0 n m implies x\ -x 2 G^£, then there is (sn)€zN such that ZCXfy and lim n ||x n /i£|| =0 implies lim n | # W /2C | *J) == 0.
To prove the theorem we will need the following:
LEMMA.
If for given (s n ) G N and (x n ) d X we have ]C"=i I Xn+i/K -Xn/K| f niti < oo , then there is x 0 £^ such that x 0 /K -Xn/K G X 8q , q /K for n = q and lim w \x 0 /K -x n /K\f qtQ = 0 for <Z=1, 2, PROOF. We have ]C*=i I x n+ i -x n +y n \ « n ,n < °° for some y n ÇzK such that Xn+i -Xn+q n &X 8ni n for tt=l, 2, • • • . By y (see [3] ) there are COGN, 5=1, 2, • • • such that s g = ^ for g=l, 2, • • • , x p +i -x p +y n EX (8n « ) ior p^q and Thus, for fixed g, w^ -]C?«i yj -Xq tends to some limit in X^). But % is directed and then (u p ) tends to x 0 in some -X^), | • | (*°> and u p -23î-i 30*"-** tends to
